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THE GREEK WALL   Nicolas Verdan

A severed head found on the border of Greece and 
Turkey. A maverick investigation of human trafficking and 
rampant corruption.

‘Tight mystery that doubles as an informative political 
thriller.’ Times

UK January 18 / US February 18 • £8.99 • $14.95 
PB 978-1908524-850 • eB 978-1908524-867

HOLY CEREMONY   Harri Nykänen

A woman’s body scrawled with religious texts is found in 
a Helsinki apartment. Jewish homicide inspector Ariel 
Kafka investigates.

‘The most inventive twist on Nordic crime.‘ Booklist

UK March 18 / US April 18 • £16.99 • $24.95 
HB 978-1908524-898 • eB 978-1908524-904

BESIDE THE SYRIAN SEA   James Wolff

How far would you go to free a loved one from ISIS in 
Syria? Jonas steals the only currency he has access to: 
secret government intelligence.

‘Gritty and diamond-sharp, an irresistible and dazzling 
thriller for our time.’ James Naughtie

UK April 18 / US May 18 • £8.99 • $14.95 
PB 978-1908524-980 • eB 978-1908524-997

Entertaining and gripping fiction that exposes the darker side of 
foreign places. Books for your travels, whether imaginary or real.



BABY BLUE   Pol Koutsakis 

Athenian Stratos is a walking contradiction: a hit man 
with a conscience. Emma, a blind and beautiful teenage 
magician, retains his services.

‘Will attract fans of international crime fiction with an edge.’ 
Library Journal

UK June 18 / US July 18 • £8.99 • $14.95 
PB 978-1908524-911 • eB 978-1908524-928

THE FIRST PREHISTORIC SERIAL KILLER    
Teresa Solana 

Dark, humorous short stories by one of Spain’s best 
known crime writers.

‘Wonderfully crafted . . . often sardonic, often surreal.’ 
Barry Forshaw

UK August 18 / US September 18 • £8.99 • $14.95 
PB 9781912242-078 • eB 781912242-085

THE COLD SUMMER   Gianrico Carofiglio 

Amid a spate of police and judge assassinations in 1992, 
a Mafioso is accused of killing a child.

‘Hard hitting, morally complex, and highly 
entertaining.’ Peter Swanson

UK September 18 / US September 18 • £8.99 • $14.95 
PB 978-1912242-030 • eB 978-1912242-047
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